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Language Unlocked is a consultancy based in the
Institute for Applied Linguistics at the University
of Huddersfield. Our expert staff are professional
linguists engaged in high-level academic and applied
research into the nature and use of language.

What we do
We specialise in the analysis of large quantities
of language data for public, private and thirdsector organisations. Using sophisticated linguistic
tools and software, we are able to reveal textual
meanings which are not immediately obvious
but which influence how people perceive and
respond to organisations and their concerns.
Our analytical insights can help
organisations to:

2. Understand how their
enterprise is perceived by
stakeholders.
3. Respond effectively to exterior
representations of their
organisation’s concerns.
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1. Improve the focus and
effectiveness of their
communication.
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Our
methods
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We use corpus linguistic and stylistic methods to
produce objective analyses of how your organisation
is represented in texts. To do this, we construct large
databases of text (referred to as corpora) and
subject these to rigorous computational analysis.
Our analyses are informed by the latest linguistic
theories and insights into the construction of meaning.
We use a variety of analytical tools to unlock hidden
meanings in texts. Some of these tools are explained
below, along with some examples of how such
analyses can be practically useful for organisations.
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Frequency analysis
Frequency analysis offers an insight into how often particular
words are used in a data set. This simple statistical measure
can be indicative of the overriding concerns expressed in a
text. Frequency analysis can be used to investigate lexical
change across time or differences between texts. The results
of frequency analysis can help clients see clearly how their
organisations are presented and perceived. For example,
the graph below shows the changing frequency of the word
choice in party political manifestos between 1945 and 2010:
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From this we can see that choice rose in popularity from the post-war years to
its peak in 2005, just prior to the credit crunch and following recession. The fall in
frequency in 2010 may indicate that choice is a luxury that politicians do not feel
able to offer in times of austerity. In the case of this example, the frequency with
which particular concepts are referred to by the main political parties is useful
information for organisations and pressure groups aiming to position themselves in
relation to the mainstream. It may also be useful to the parties themselves since it
offers an objective view of what are likely to be perceived as their main concerns.
Frequency analysis can also be used to look at the relative focus on a particular
word or words in different texts or types of text. For example, in a sample of political
news report from British newspapers, the relatively high frequency of the words
crime, criminal, criminals and criminality suggests a strong focus on the reporting
of crime in the tabloids. Lower frequencies of all these word in the broadsheets
suggest that there is less of a focus on this particular topic in these types of
newspapers. A high frequency of the words yobs and thugs in the tabloids also
indicates how these types of newspapers stereotype people who commit criminal
acts. The frequencies of these words tend to be much lower in the broadsheets.
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Reflecting this kind of information back to organisations can help them
better understand their own concerns, how these are represented
in language and how they are likely to be perceived.
We can carry out frequency analysis of your organisation’s own
documents or of external data (for example, newspaper reports)
in order to see how the concerns of your organisation are currently
represented and/or how they have been represented over time.

Our methods
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Keyword analysis
Frequency analysis is useful for investigating the occurrence of
a particular word that we already think might be interpretatively
revealing. However, if we have no prior expectations about which
words are likely to be informative, then we can use keyword
analysis to discover the statistically significant words in a corpus.
Keywords are all the words that occur more (or less) frequently in
one corpus than they do by comparison with another corpus.
For example, in a corpus of texts relating to the national day of
action on November 30th 2011 collected from various unions
(including press releases and information issued to members),
the keywords are pensions, action, members, justice, ballot,
government, consultation, support, campaign, negotiations and
guidance. However, in a collection of news stories in the British
press covering the day of action, the keywords are strike, strikes,
walkout, chaos, anger, disrupted, protestors and taxpayers.

Keyword analysis is useful for determining what is idiosyncratic
about a particular corpus. Organisations can benefit from
(i) knowing what vocabulary is foregrounded in the texts
they produce and (ii) being able to critique the vocabulary
in the texts of others. A keyword list can also indicate those
words which merit closer and more detailed analysis.
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This shows the tendency for reporting of industrial action
to focus on the consequences of strikes rather than their
underlying causes. In the case of this example, such
information could be used to inform communication
strategies for press officers and union representatives.
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Concordancing
The best way to carry out closer analysis of a keyword, or
any word in a corpus, is to investigate its meaning in context.
To do this we use software to generate concordance lines.
A concordance is a list of all the sentences in which our target
word occurs. Concordances are helpful because they can allow
us to see patterns of language use. For example, opposite
is an extract from a concordance of the word slim (excluding
metaphorical usages), taken from a corpus of British English:
It is apparent from reading the corpus lines that slim is an
adjective used more often to describe women than men.
It is easy to envisage that this information could be useful to
an organisation aiming to encourage weight loss in men, and
may consequently lead to alternative marketing strategies
focusing on, for instance, fitness rather than appearance.
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Following keyword analysis of your data, we focus on
detailed analysis of concordances in order to provide you
with a clear sense of common patterns of usage which you
may wish either to emphasise or break away from.
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… the left read ‘These seats are for
those of very
… married even though their
chance of happiness was
… with nine centuries. Six feet (1.8
metres) tall,
… to his two companions. ‘Aye’,
replied another,
… three young children. She was
dark-haired and
… I could see no special contact
between them.
… execute impressively
unimpressive water-tricks:
… and fat. The other was a Sikh,
very small and
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shoulders. The girl just has to laugh.
She's talk …
and breathtakingly pretty - is
nearly ten years …
six-footer off the street. He had the
same …
with blonde hair and looks like a
catwalk model …
before the first wedding. Then she
discovered …
girls seated there. They were
arguing about …
build only’. Joy was now standing,
reading the …
and Wickham was disliked, the
marriage still …
and athletic, his right-handed
batting was less …
and small as a child but with a face
centuries …
32 years of age and pleasant. Her
husband …
in her dungarees, with her long,
curly, chest length hair …
brown sprites. We return to the
village by a …
They looked like a comic turn. There
was a …
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… to shake, honey blonde hair
cascading over
… when I have a bath,' she laughed.
Anthea - tall,
… Twigs, as he calls her, would want
to drag this
… about six foot tall and very
attractive. She is
Amanda, of Chadwell Heath,
Essex, had hoped to
… meet again, Joy walked over to
the table with two
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Collocation and semantic
prosody analysis
Investigating patterns of usage in concordance lines involves looking
not just at the ways in which the target word is used but also at its
typical collocates. Collocates are words that have a tendency to cooccur with a given word. Collocation can be analysed systematically
using statistical tests. For example, in the British National Corpus
that comprises 100,000,000 words of British English, the word
unemployed has the following collocates: long-term, homeless,
unskilled, unemployed, disabled, redundant and unsuccessful.
That is, whenever the word unemployed is used, it’s statistically
likely that these other words will be used somewhere nearby in the
surrounding context. One consequent problem with using the word
unemployed is that it is strongly associated with negative concepts.
We call this ‘negative semantic prosody’. Collocation analysis
can raise an organisation’s awareness of the stigma attached
to particular words. It can also be used to determine alternative
stylistic choices with more positive associations.
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Using corpus linguistic software we can provide you with detailed
information about the collocates of any given word in a data
set, including semantic prosody information. This is valuable
information to have when it comes to communicating your
organisation’s concerns and interests in promotional literature.

Our methods
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Key semantic domain analysis
Focusing on the meaning of individual words can provide
fine-grained information about their likely impact and reception.
Sometimes, though, it is useful to have a wider overview of the
general content of a body of data. Key semantic domain analysis
is useful here. We use computer software to analyse the semantic
content of a text in order to determine those areas of meaning that
are over- or under-represented when compared to their distribution
in another corpus. For example, a comparison of coverage of the
2012 Olympics and Paralympics in the British press reveals that the
top five key semantic domains are:
Paralympics

Geographical names

Disease

Moving, coming, going

Inability/unintelligence

Sailing, swimming etc.

Anatomy and physiology

Evaluation: good

Medicines and medical treatment

Success

Unseen

The reporting of the Paralympics shows that they are associated,
perhaps indirectly, with negative concepts. Information from key
semantic domain analysis can help organisations to challenge
existing representations of their interests as well as reposition
themselves to convey more accurately their specific concerns.
Using key semantic domain analysis, we can provide a bird’s
eye view of the content of large quantities of text. This enables
you to see at a glance how your organisation’s use of language
engenders a particular ethos and how this is perceived by others.

Our methods
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Olympics
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How we
can help
you
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Taken together, the analytical tools described above
can be used to generate an overall picture of how an
organisation is represented, both in its own internal
documents and in texts relating to and reporting
on that organisation. The kind of analysis we do can
shed light on how an organisation is presenting itself
to the outside world and how the world views that
organisation. This information is invaluable for:
1. Improving the way your organisation and its ideals
are presented in written texts.
2. Understanding how your organisation is perceived
by others.
3. Addressing problems of miscommunication.

How we can help you
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Our standard method of working consists of the following phases:

Phase 1: Consultation
Initially, we work with you to determine the kinds of questions you want us to answer. You
may have a clear idea of what you want us to investigate or, alternatively, you may prefer
us to carry out a general diagnostic linguistic analysis to ascertain how your organisation is
currently represented and perceived.

Phase 2: Data selection and corpus construction
Once your research questions are established, we construct appropriate corpora to allow
us to answer them. These corpora may be composed of a sample of written material
produced by your organisation or of texts drawn from exterior sources which discuss your
organisation’s work. In most cases, a combination of both is advantageous.

Phase 3: Quantitative corpus linguistic analysis
Using these corpora, we carry out the kinds of analyses described above in order to
establish objective answers to your research questions. We employ the full range of
analytical tools to facilitate clear and impartial insights into the issues that concern you
and we use appropriate statistical tests to ensure our findings are robust.

In order to ensure the clearest possible picture of how your organisation’s concerns are
represented in language, we supplement our quantitative linguistic analysis with finegrained qualitative analyses of specific selections of language data. We draw on the latest
linguistic theories and models from semantics, pragmatics and stylistics to inform our
analyses of how meaning is constructed linguistically.

How we can help you
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Phase 4: Qualitative linguistic analysis
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Phase 5: Feedback
Following the completion of the analytical phases, we provide you
with a complete report on our findings. This includes:
1. An accessible summary of the key issues arising from our research,
including answers to specific research questions;
2. A detailed and systematic account of our findings, incorporating
evidence to support our analytical insights;
3. Advice on the practical significance of our insights and how to
implement positive changes in your organisation as a result.
Contact us now to find out more about how we can help you.
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Cost
We offer highly competitive rates with packages tailored to suit client needs. We
can quote for full costs or provide discount options based on data-sharing. We can
also offer flexible payment options based on the achievement of specified project
milestones. Contact us to discuss projected costs.

How we can help you
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Our experts
Lesley Jeffries BA PhD FHEA
Lesley is Professor of English Language and Director of the Stylistics Research Centre at the
University of Huddersfield. She is the author of many books on linguistics and stylistics, including
Critical Stylistics (Palgrave 2010), Opposition in Discourse (Continuum 2009), Discovering
Language (Palgrave, 2006) and Meaning in Interaction (Palgrave 1998). Her expertise is
in the field of qualitative and quantitative critical discourse analysis and corpus studies.
Lesley co-edits (with Dan McIntyre) the book series Perspectives on the English Language
(Palgrave) and is a former Chair of the international Poetics and Linguistics Association.

Dan McIntyre BA MA PhD FHEA
Dan is Professor of English Language and Linguistics at the University of Huddersfield.
He is the author and editor of numerous books including Stylistics (Cambridge University
Press, 2010; co-written with Lesley Jeffries), Language and Style (Palgrave, 2010), History
of English (Routledge, 2009) and Stylistics and Social Cognition (Rodopi, 2007). He has
specific expertise in corpus-based stylistic analysis and the development of real-world
applications for linguistic research. He edits the book series Advances in Stylistics for
Bloomsbury and is Assistant Reviews Editor for the journal Language and Literature.

Louise Nuttall BA MA PhD

Hazel Price BA MA
Hazel is Research Information and Communications Officer in the Institute for Applied
Linguistics at the University of Huddersfield and Project Coordinator for Language Unlocked.
She has particular expertise in stylistics, pragmatics and critical discourse analysis.

Brian Walker BA MA PhD FHEA
Brian is a Visiting Research Fellow in Corpus Linguistics at the University of Huddersfield.
He has published widely on stylistics and historical linguistics and has led workshops worldwide
on using corpus methods in language analysis. His background is in computer systems support
and he has substantial experience of managing large-scale corpus linguistic projects.
How we can help you
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Louise is Lecturer in Stylistics at the University of Huddersfield and has particular
interests in cognitive linguistic analysis. Her publications include the co-edited
book Cognitive Grammar in Literature (John Benjamins, 2014).

Contact us
Language Unlocked
Institute for Applied Linguistics
University of Huddersfield
Queensgate
Huddersfield
HD1 3DH
UK
h.price@hud.ac.uk
+44 (0)1484 472397

